In this paper we present an easily implemented procedure for the generation of autocorrelated random variables having a specified marginal distribution anld a fixed lag-one autocorrelation function.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation has become a very powerful tool for the analysis of a wide variety of problems. Estimation of a system's performance by means of simulation often requires autocorrelated random variables as input. Some examples of queueing models with coIrelated arrival and service times are given by Heffes (1973 and , Heffes and Lucantoni (1986) , anld Lee et al. (1991) .
A series of autocorrelated random variables (autocorrelated series) can usually be characterized by two factors: its marginal distribution and its corre1atio:n structure. We consider a simple case: generation of a stationary series {K}y=l, which we refer to as a target series, with a marginal distribution Fy and a lag-one autocorrelation py . Most existing methiods for generating autocorrelated series fall into three classes:
(1) Correlation-oriented approach: This approach is exemplified in most of the papers by Lewis and co-workers (Lewis [1980, 19851, Lawrance and Lewis [198l, 19871) . This approach develops a recursive allgorithm for yi given y i -1 . For each marginal distribution F I~, py is provided as a parameter to the algorithm. The advantage is that the autocorrelattion function is tractable (therefore, we use the name correlation-oriented). The limitation is that a sepatrate algorithm must be devised for different F y .
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(2) Marginal-oriented approach: This approach first transforms a known autocorrelated series, which is referred to as a reference series, into its corresponding uniform autocorrelated random variables, then applies an inverse transformation method to generate the target series. The marginal distribution is easily preserved (therefore, we use the name marginal-oriented), while the correlation becomes intractable through two stages of transformation. Lakhan (1981) presented this approach and empirically derived the relationship among the autocorrelations of the uniform, Rayleigh, and exponential distributions corresponding to a given autocorrelation. But Lakhan's results are affected by error in the autocorrelation of his reference series. Schmeiser (1990) also presented this approach to generate a random vector. However, he did not discuss how to get a specified correlation for the random vector. Melamed et al. (1992) presented a special case, called 'ICES methodology, that uses correlated uniform series as a reference series, therefore avoiding the first transformation in the marginal-oriented approach. A henristic search is used in TES methodology for obtaining the correlation of the target series.
(3) Joint-distribution oriented approach: In this approach, the conditional probability of K+l given by yi is derived by dividing the bivariate distribution of yi and yi+l by the marginal marginal distribution of yi. This approach shifts the problem to one of generating bivariate distributions. Johnson and Tenenbein (1981) describe a general scheme for generating continuous bivariate distribution with specified marginals and several dependence measures. Schmeiser and La1 (1982) show how t o generate bivariate gamma random vectors with any correlation.
In this paper, we follow the marginal-oriented approach t o reach our goal. As mentioned above, autocorrelation is not invariant through the necessary conversions. We give an iterative procedure for determination of a lag-one autocorrelation of a refer-
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ence series { X , ) such that the resulting target series {Y,) exhibits a specific value of p y . Fortran implementation which allows very general choices as to the marginal distribution in the target series is available from the authors.
PROCEDURE
To generate a stationary series Y 1 , Y z I . . . , with a marginal distribution F y and a lag-one autocorrelation p y , we propose an iterative procedure. Each iteration goes through Steps 1-5.
Step 0 is a setup for initialization. We denote k as the iteration number, and use hy , l~ , h x , and lx as intermediate variables.
Below is a statement of our algorithm. An explanation follows this statement.
Step 0. Initialization. (ii) U ; = F x ( z i ) E P(X 5 z i ) , i = I , 2 , . . . , n (iii) y, = FY-'(u;), i = 1,2, X; -AR(1), i.e., X; = 4Xi-1 + € i t -iid Normal(0,gC2 = 1 -+z ), , n
Step 2. Estimate corr(k;:, k;:+l).
Repeat
Step l. The increment or decrement values are defined as
Step 5. Update the iteration number.
k := k + 1 and go to Step 1.
We start with a selected autocorrelated series as a reference series in Step l(i). A reference series is not fully determined by the specification of F y and py for the target series; one may still choose among various autocorrelated series. The first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) process with normal marginal distribution (Box and Jenkins 1976) , exponential AR(1) with exponential marginal distribution (Lewis 1980) , and Correlated U(0,l) (Melamed 1991) have all been used with success. Inspection of the bivariate joint distribution, shown in Song et al. (1993) , motivates selection of AR( 1) as a reference series for a broad range of systems. The unusual behavior in the end effect exhibited by Correlated U(O,l), and the truncated characteristic exhibited by exponential AR( 1) recommend those series for certain purposes. See Melamed
We choose AR(1) as a reference series in Step l(i). As an initial approximation, we choose the lagone autocorrelation px equal to the target value py.
Steps l(i and ii) generate correlated random numbers for use in the inverse transformation in Step l(iii). Since Steps 1 (ii and iii) are both nonlinear transformations, the autocorrelation py will usually vary from p x . Empirical results (Song et al. (1993) ) show that the relation between py and px is always monotonically increasing. Thus, if the value of px used in
Step l(i) does not produce the target p y , we can adjust px in the same direction as the necessary change
In
Step 2 we estimate the lag-one autocorrelation of Y , c o r r ( x , x+,). The estimator of c o r r ( x , x+l) and its standard error at iteration k are denoted as $(le) and &(le). We take I$(k) -py I 5 B(k) as our criterion for accepting px and terminating the iterative procedure. If py fails this criteria, proceed to Step 3.
In
Step 4, we adjust px. For the first iteration (i.e. In
Step 5 , we update the iteration number k and proceed by reapplication of Steps 1 through 5.
in P Y .
Step 3, we update intermediate variables. Fy are Exponential with rate 1, Gamma distribution with shape parameter 7 and scale parameter 1, F distribution with degrees of freedom 7 and 10; see Song et al. (1993) for more examples. For the inverse transformation in
Step l(iii) we use the Fortran code provided by Ding (1987) .
In Tables 1 t o For certain types of the target distributions, the result that shows the relationship between p y and p~ is independent of the distribution parameters chosen for the computation. Thus, in Table 1 the exponential (1) was selected, but the reported result is not dependent upon that selection of parameter 1. This is so because the distribution is invariant with linear transformation of the random variable. For the same reason, the mean and variance for Normal distribution, the rate for Rayleigh distribution, the scale parameter for Gamma distribution, and exchanging two parameters for beta distribution do not affect results.
CONCLUSION
Simulation modeling frequently calls for generating autocorrelated processes. The algorithm presented in this paper can be efficiently applied to any distribution for which the inverse transformation of the cumulative distribution function can be calculated or approximated.
